Saving Energy –
Tipps for any flat

Use curtains
Sometimes there are passages without doors between parts of a flat that are heated more and such that are
heated less. Furthermore, apartment doors do not always close perfectly well which causes cold draught to
come in. In such situations,
curtains made from thick fabric
and reaching all the way down
to the floor are helpful. A budget
version of this is to sew some old
or cheap blankets together. DIY
stores have curtain poles
including such that can be
clamped between walls. This is
especially handy when drilling
holes for suspension brackets is
to be avoided.

The “fabric sausage” method
Another option to stop cold draught at the doorstep is to
make a roll from old blankets or get a “sausage dog”.
Using a curtain as described above tends to be more
effective, however. It is also possible to place old
cushions or fabric rolls between the inner and the outer
casements of old windows. There is also a better alternative here though: Attach a proper sealing tape to the
casements as described in the hand-out Sealing windows.

Roller blinds, louvred blinds or
curtains: Close them in the night!

Keep doors to rooms closed that are not or less
heated
Warm air always moves towards where it is still
cooler. That‘s why it is so important to keep doors
closed. This should also be explained to children!

Do not block radiators with furniture or curtains
Sofas, beds, long curtains, etc. impede the heat coming from the radiators. This has the effect that you have to
heat more for enough warmth to get to where it is actually needed. Ideally, there is nothing at all in front of
radiators. If that’s impossible, keep a distance of at least 20 cm to any piece of furniture. Curtains (even thin
ones) should be shortened or stuck behind the radiators!

Adjust your clothing
Wearing a sweater can reduce your energy bills. If you prefer to wear summer clothes in winter you are very
likely to turn the heating up more than necessary.
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